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TURN
High speed turn is between -5 and 1. A disc with low turn 
has a tendency to turn right when thrown backhanded 
by a right-handed player.

FADE
Low speed fade is listed from 0 to 6. A disc with high 
fade has a tendency to tail off to the left at the end of 
the flight when thrown backhanded by a right-handed 
player.

SPEED
Speed ratings are listed from 1 to 14. Discs with a higher 
speed cut through the air better. 

GLIDE
Glide range is from 2 to 6. A disc with more glide is able 
to better maintain loft during flight.

FLIGHT NUMBERS

Prime has an incredible feel and excellent grip even when the 
weather compromises your hold on your favorite disc. These are 
all secondary benefits to this incredible line of discs. Our guiding 
intention was to bring a product to market that was affordable for 
beginners looking to test the waters. We truly endeavor to grow 
the sport. Putting Prime discs in beginners' hands will be a great 
way to do that.

Lucid Air uses the same material as our durable Lucid plastic. It 
has solid plastic at the top and bottom of the rim to protect the 
microbubbles in the plastic on impact. These microbubbles 
actually make the disc lighter. They are spread out through the top 
of the disc and middle of the rim to keep the weight distribution 
nearly identical to Lucid and Fuzion discs.

This plastic, in regular conditions, will have a flexible quality and 
superb grip. When the temperature dips, this blend will retain 
more flexibility than any other premium plastics we offer. This will 
translate to better grip and more control when your hands are 
cold and your grip is compromised. During spring and summer 
temperatures this disc is perfect for the throwers that like some 
flex in their disc. These discs will fly with the same consistency 
and predictability that you are used to from Dynamic Discs.and predictability that you are used to from Dynamic Discs.

Moonshine has all of the benefits of Lucid with an added feature - it 
glows in the dark! Give your disc some light and keep golfing all 
night long. Expect Moonshine molds to be slightly more overstable 
than the Lucid version.

Fuzion combines the durability of Lucid with an advanced polymer 
to provide players with additional grip. It is a non-transparent 
blend of plastic that is slightly more durable than the Lucid 
version.

This is where it all started.  The plastic feel that has been around 
since the beginning of disc golf. Firm discs with exceptional grip in 
wet or dry conditions.  Easy to throw with a very true flight.  There 
is a reason this blend has had such great staying power, it is 
great.

Blend is exactly what it sounds like.  All of the best characteristics 
of Classic and Classic Soft together in one plastic combination.  
Great feel.  Great release.  Great flight. Great chain grabbing.  The 
best of both worlds for feel, flight and finish.

For the player that has to have more flexibility but still wants to 
retain a great grip.  Classic Soft is made with the chains in mind.  
While you will give up a little distance on a full power shot, the 
chain grabbing nature of this plastic will win back many more 
shots than it loses.  The goal is to get into the chains, and this 
plastic does it better than any other.

BioFuzion plastic is the by-product from a mixture of Lucid and 
Fuzion plastics that had blemishes or cosmetic flaws. Some of 
these discs may have specks of plastic, flakes, or other minor 
cosmetic flaws that will not affect the flight, performance, or 
durability of the disc.

The perfect combination of polymers produce some of the most 
beautiful and durable plastic in disc golf. This translucent blend 
can take a beating and maintain the original flight characteristics 
of the disc for many rounds of disc golf. The Lucid version of a 
disc will be slightly more overstable than the Fuzion version.

PLASTICSPUTTERS
JUDGE

PLASTICS:
- Prime
- Classic
- Classic Blend
- Classic Soft

- Lucid
- Fluid
- Fuzion- Fuzion

BEADED, STRAIGHT FLYING PUTTER
2013 DISC OF THE YEAR WINNER

WARDEN

PLASTICS:
- Classic
- Classic Blend
- Classic Soft

BEADLESS, STRAIGHT FLYING PUTTER

MIDRANGE

WARRANT

PLASTICS:
- Lucid

UNDERSTABLE MIDRANGE

SUSPECT

PLASTICS:
- Classic Blend
- Classic Soft
- BioFuzion

- Lucid
- Fuzion

SLIGHTLY OVERSTABLE MIDRANGE

JUSTICE

PLASTICS:
- Lucid

EXTREMELY OVERSTABLE MIDRANGE
2015 DISC OF THE YEAR WINNER

EVIDENCE

PLASTICS:
- Prime
- Lucid

UNDERSTABLE MIDRANGE

VERDICT

PLASTICS:
- BioFuzion
- Lucid

PREDICTABLE OVERSTABLE COMPLEMENT
TO THE TRUTH

FUGITIVE

PLASTICS:
- Classic
- BioFuzion
- Lucid

- Fuzion

STRAIGHT FLYING MIDRANGE
FOR LOWER ARM SPEEDS

TRUTH

PLASTICS:
- Prime
- Classic
- BioFuzion
- Lucid

- Lucid Air
- Fluid
- Moonshine- Moonshine
- Fuzion

TRUE, STRAIGHT FLYING MIDRANGE
FOR ALL SKILL LEVELS

FAIRWAY DRIVERS

BREAKOUT

PLASTICS:
- Lucid

SLIGHTLY UNDERSTABLE FAIRWAY
DRIVER

CONVICT

PLASTICS:
- Lucid

STABLE COMPLEMENT TO THE FELON

THIEF

PLASTICS:
- BioFuzion
- Lucid

STABLE FAIRWAY DRIVER

WITNESS

PLASTICS:
- Prime
- BioFuzion
- Lucid

- Fuzion

UNDERSTABLE FAIRWAY DRIVER FOR
LOWER ARM SPEEDS

FELON

PLASTICS:
- BioFuzion
- Lucid
- Fuzion

WIND FIGHTING, OVERSTABLE FAIRWAY
DRIVER

ESCAPE

PLASTICS:
- Prime
- BioFuzion
- Lucid

- Lucid Air
- Fluid
- Moonshine

- Fuzion

FAIRWAY DRIVER WITH A TRUE AND
CONSISTENT FLIGHT PATH

DISTANCE DRIVERS
ENFORCER

PLASTICS:
- BioFuzion
- Lucid
- Lucid Air

- Fluid
- Fuzion

PREDICTABLE, OVERSTABLE DISTANCE DRIVER

RENEGADE

PLASTICS:
- BioFuzion
- Lucid
- Lucid Air

- Fuzion

UNDERSTABLE DISTANCE DRIVER

TRESPASS

PLASTICS:
- BioFuzion
- Lucid
- Lucid Air

- Moonshine
- Fuzion

DISTANCE DRIVER

FREEDOM

PLASTICS:
- Lucid
- Lucid Air

HIGH SPEED UNDERSTABLE DISTANCE DRIVER

WWW.DYNAMICDISCS.COM

Ideal starting discs for beginners
with lower arm speeds
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